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Introduction

Initial Study Future Roadmap

Research Question: How do gaze patterns differ during

user-confusion, agent-errors, and normal workflow?

Participants played two levels of Overcooked in which

they collaborated with a rule-based AI making pre-

programmed errors. User-confusion was inferred from

post-hoc think-aloud interviews.

Results: Human looks more at the agent during errors

and more at the environment when confused.
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• Repeat the experiment with a physical robot

• Add modalities: facial recognition, EDA, 

heartrate, posture

• Learn when and what to explain based on these 

social and physiological signals

• Create an agent that knows when and what to 

explain and evaluate it in a user study

• Learn to adapt the task strategy to the human 

collaborator using interactive reinforcement 

learning

       

              

       

          

       

                  

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

      

       

              

       

                

       

          

       

       

• Human gaze indicates source and timing of 

confusion.

• Is the signal expressive enough to:

• Suffice as implicit reward signal?

• Allow us to predict when and what to explain?

• Signal a person's preferences?

• Can it be combined with explicit reward signals as 

in [2]?

Motivation:

Social robots can help us tackle challenges in many 

areas like education or healthcare [1], in which it is 

important to adapt to the needs of individual users

Goals:

• Develop a robot that can adapt to user preferences 

based on implicit signals

• Learn to give user-centered explanations that 

consider when and what to explain based on 

physiological and social signals
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